Background
==========

Studies using c-*kit* mutant mast cell (MC)-deficient mice and antibody-mediated depletion of basophils have suggested that both MCs and basophils can contribute to peanut-induced anaphylaxis (PIA) in mice. However, interpretation of data obtained using such approaches to analyze the contributions of individual effector cells to active anaphylaxis is complicated since mice with mutations affecting c-*kit* structure or expression have several phenotypic abnormalities in addition to their MC deficiency and basophil-depleting antibodies can also react with MCs.

Methods
=======

Various mutant mice and the corresponding wild-type mice were orally sensitized with peanut extract and cholera toxin weekly for 4 weeks and challenged intraperitoneally with peanut extract 2 weeks after the last sensitization.

Results
=======

Upon peanut challenge, peanut-sensitized MC-deficient *Kit^W-sh/W-sh^* mice developed reduced immediate hypothermia compared to identically treated wild-type mice, as well as a late phase hypothermia that was abrogated by antibody-mediated depletion of neutrophils. Diphtheria toxin-mediated selective depletion of MCs or basophils in *Mcpt5-Cre; iDTR* or *Mcpt8^DTR^* mice, respectively, and treatment of wild-type mice with the basophil-depleting antibody Ba103, that recognizes CD200R3 (expressed on both basophils and MCs), significantly reduced but did not fully eliminate peanut-induced hypothermia in peanut-sensitized mice. Peanut sensitized MC- and basophil-deficient *Cpa3-Cre; Mcl-1^fl/fl^* mice, which lack mutations in c-*kit*, developed reduced, but still significant, hypothermia responses to peanut challenge.

Conclusion
==========

Inducible and selective ablation of MCs or basophils in non-c-*kit* mutant mice can significantly reduce PIA, but partial responses to peanut challenge can still be observed in the virtual absence of either cell type, or in mice (*Cpa3-Cre; Mcl-1^fl/fl^* mice) that virtually lack MCs and have a marked reduction in basophils. The increased levels of neutrophils in *Kit^W-sh/W-sh^* mice may contribute to the hypothermia induced in these mice in this PIA model. Our data suggest that the hypothermia observed in this PIA model in various strains of mice can reflect contributions from MCs, basophils, and neutrophils.
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